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Abstract
The advancement in wireless networking and wireless device technology are paving the way
for bringing the vision of ubiquitous communication to reality. This vision will be enabled by
the interworking of existing wireless multihop wireless networks. However, the diversity in
the design and operation of these wireless networks may not enable users to enjoy continuous
network service as they traverse between networks. This paper presents a framework which
ensures continuous service and sustains an acceptable service level quality for network users
transiting between multiple multihop wireless networks. The focus is on the scenario where a
user utilizes multiple hops to access any of the multiple networks. We classify the
components of the framework into link discovery, resource optimization and routing
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processes. A set of analytical models and metrics are defined for these processes and the
framework evaluated with simulations. The findings show that despite an increase in
simultaneous network users, which degrades network performance, the framework is able to
support quality continuous service for users transiting between networks.
Keywords: Interworking, Multihop, Wireless network, Traffic Engineering.

1. Introduction
The emergence of different types of network services (e.g. IPTV, video on demand etc),
an increase in the demand for these services and most especially the desire for “more
convenient” ways to access these services have led to the evolution of different wireless
access networks. Over the years, several wireless networks (fixed/mobile networks,
single-hop/multihop mobile networks, infrastructure-based/infrastructure-less networks) have
been designed with more sophisticated standards than their predecessors in order to satisfy
the demand cravings. Though these wireless access network technologies have been
standardized and commercialized, yet no single technology can be considered as the best
because they have been designed for different purposes and therefore operate with different
networking standards [1]. In addition, there is a slow upgrade and migration to new wireless
technologies due to the involved cost.
Wireless access networks typically have distinguishing characteristics in terms of
coverage range, frequency of operation, data rate and power [2]. With the increase in demand
for seamless service continuity through ubiquitous broadband connectivity, the integration of
multiple heterogeneous wireless access networks has become important [1]. Heterogeneity is
supported with the fact that no single wireless network standard is able to optimally cover all
the different wireless communication scenarios [3] [4]. The integration of wireless networks
can allow the provisioning of services to mobile network users in any communication
scenario.
In order to achieve the integration of wireless networks, the networks are seamlessly
inter-networked (interworked). The concept of inter-working networks does not create an
entirely new network; it is just an approach that enables the integration of existing network
technologies into a unified platform in order to provide an uninterrupted and consistent level
of service to network users. Moreover, to complement the quest for access to services
anytime and anywhere, mobile devices are now being equipped with multi-mode
(multi-technology) capabilities, which can allow users to have access to any available
network using a single mobile device. Therefore, apart from the integration of wireless
networks, there is also a tendency that heterogeneous terminals (nodes) can co-exist in an
interworking wireless network.
This paper proposes a multilayer traffic engineering framework to ensure ubiquitous
connectivity for user in interworking multihop wireless networks as they transit between
networks. The analytical probabilistic models that make up the framework and the simulation
performance of the framework are presented. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
6
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provides a review of interworking wireless networks. Section 3 explains the challenges of
traffic engineering in interworking multihop wireless networks. Section 4 illustrates the
deployment scenario considered in this research. Sections 5 and 6 present the analysis of the
link availability and non-impairment probability models. The connectivity model is presented
in section 7 while section 8 analyzes the simulation performance of the framework.

2. Review of interworking wireless networks
A lot of research work has gone into the interworking of single-hop WWAN (e.g. 3G)
and single-hop WLAN (e.g. IEEE802.11). Standardization groups such as the Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [5] and 3GPP2 [6] have dealt with the interworking of
3G and WLANs. The interworking of heterogeneous IEEE 802 networks and between IEEE
802 networks and cellular networks has also been dealt with by standardization groups.
However, they have only considered the single-hop mode of operation, where only two
connection options are available. These options are: 1) direct connection between a mobile
terminal and a cellular Base Station (BS) or 2) direct connection between a mobile terminal
and an Access Point (AP). The paradigm of multihop communication was not exploited. Even
though coverage extension and relaying via multihop communication is an old concept, it has
become practical only recently [7]. Practitioners expect that in the future, wireless networks
will not be limited to cellular systems [8]. It is envisaged that parts of the access domain in
next generation wireless networks will not be centrally organized, instead they will be
infrastructure-less and provide multihop communication for nodes that cannot reach their
destination with a single hop transmission [9]. Mobile terminals (nodes) may access network
services by forming alliance with other nodes any time and any place. Such nodes could be a
part of the personal, local and wide area sphere of wireless networking. The nodes would
temporarily co-operate to provide ubiquitous access and service continuity for each other [9].
In addition, to reduce the problem of dead spot in cellular networks, multihop cellular
networks are also being considered [10].
The advent of multihop communications has brought about new opportunities for future
wireless networks (e.g. seamless service continuity) [11]. In contrast to single hop, multihop
capabilities allow nodes to relay traffic for each other. It introduces the concept of
cooperation among nodes to allow short-range communication between them. It also achieves
higher spectral efficiency, better route diversity, and significantly lowers power consumption.
In addition, it alleviates path loss and fading issues associated with the wireless channel.
Mitigating path loss and fading, and the reduction of consumed power arise from the ability
of nodes to provide each other with diverse propagation paths through a series of close hops
to intended destination [12]. For example, splitting a single-hop connection into two hops
reduces the average distance between communicating pairs of nodes. Since power
consumption is proportional to distance, the reduction in distance results in the reduction of
the amount of energy that would have been used to transmit the data on a single-hop. In this
way, multihop wireless networks are able to improve the reliability of the communication
between nodes and extend the network capacity [12]. In addition, because there can be
7
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diverse multihop routes to a destination, multihop communications introduce inherent
redundancy, which upholds the network during random link failure. With all the advantages
of multihop communication, some drawbacks do exist. One drawback is an increase in the
amount of traffic that will be handled by nodes which are closer to the base station. However,
in order to provide good coverage in a large network, multihop communication is inevitable
as the advantages outweigh the drawbacks.
Some applications of multihop communication include mesh networks, vehicular
networks, and mobile ad-hoc and sensor networks. Furthermore, the recent enhancements to
wireless network technologies such WiFi (Wireless Fidelity), WiMAX (Worldwide
Interoperability for Microwave Access) and cellular networks include the addition of
multihop capability. These enhanced standards are the IEEE 802.16j standards for mesh and
multihop relay specification in Mobile WiMAX [7] [13], the 3rd Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) Opportunistic Driven Multiple Access (ODMA) which is a protocol proposed
for UMTS TDD mode [14] [15], the IEEE 802.11s which is an ESS (Extended Service Set)
mesh networking enhancement of IEEE 802.11, and the IEEE 802.15.5 for WPAN (Wireless
Personal Area Network) mesh networking [16].
For the provisioning of ubiquitous service access, extended coverage, increased data rate
and seamless service continuity, the interworking of multihop wireless networks (integration
of multihop wireless networks) is beneficial. Integrated architectures such as single-hop
WWAN and single-hop WLAN, and single-hop WWAN/WLAN and multihop
WLAN/WWAN only enables a user to access a particular network depending upon the
application needs and the available networks. On the other hand, the integration of
heterogeneous multihop wireless networks provides more connectivity options and unlimited
mobility. Tables 1, 2 and 3 outlines the connection options that may be available for
single-mode and multi-mode nodes in the three integrated architectures.

Table 1. Connection options in an integrated single-hop WWAN and single-hop WLAN architecture
Access nodes

WWAN

WLAN

Single-mode WLAN

⊠

☑

Single-mode WWAN

☑

⊠

Multi-mode node

☑

☑

User nodes

From table 1, single-mode nodes can only have access to their services through
appropriate gateway nodes; however, multi-mode nodes can have access via any available
access node.
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Table 2. Connection options in an integrated single-hop WWAN and multihop WLAN architecture
Access nodes

WWAN

WLAN

Multihop

Single mode WLAN

⊠

☑

☑ node
single-mode

Single-mode WWAN

☑

⊠

⊠
(WLAN)

Multi-mode node

☑

☑

☑

User nodes

Comparing table 1 with table 2, multihop nodes further increase network service access
for users in networks integrating single-hop WWAN and multihop WLAN.

Table 3. Connection options in an integrated multihop WWAN and multihop WLAN network
Access nodes
WWAN
User nodes
Single mode

WLAN

Single-mode WWAN
Multi-mode

node

(WLAN

Multihop

Multihop

Multihop

single-mode

single-mode

Multi-mode

WLAN
☑

WWAN
⊠

☑

WLAN

⊠

☑

☑

⊠

⊠

☑

☑

☑

☑

☑

☑

☑

and WWAN)

Comparing table 1, table 2 and table 3, integrated multihop WWAN and WLAN provides
more options for service access and thus allows ubiquitous and seamless service continuity.
Note that the provisioning of ubiquitous access and seamless service continuity are not
dependent only on inter-working mechanisms but also on the traffic engineering protocols
used by the networks involved.
Therefore, in the light of the provisioning of ubiquitous network access to users, the
interworking of multihop wireless networks is a step into the future of wireless networking.
The interworking of multihop wireless networks can substantially extend network coverage
and provide unlimited and ubiquitous network access so that users can enjoy seamless
handover and uninterrupted service. These networks can also be very useful in areas that are
‘hard to wire’, areas with no initial wire-line or wireless single hop network coverage and
areas that suffer from connectivity problems e.g. isolated inhabited islands or rural areas.
They are also useful for military applications and communication restoration in disaster
recovery operations when cell sites may have been damaged. Another application is for
Intelligent Transport Systems, which ensures road safety. In addition, the interworking of
multihop wireless networks can minimize infrastructure cost and thus provide low-cost
networking.
Despite the advantages and potentials that come with the interworking of multihop
9
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wireless networks, the inter-working process poses many challenges. The research issues in
interworking multihop wireless networks covers all layers of the network protocol stack.
Some of these research issues are related to traffic engineering, mobility, billing and security
[17]. However, this research specifically focuses on traffic engineering in inter-working
multihop wireless networks in which heterogeneous mobile terminals co-exist. Since mobile
terminals are now being equipped to integrate different access technologies on a single
mobile device, the co-existence of single-mode and multi-mode mobile devices in a network
cannot be undermined. Integrating multiple technologies on a single device allows network
users to be supported by any available network. Thus, the issue of resource optimization still
exists in the inter-working of multihop wireless networks. This research considers a case
where all terminals (single-mode or multi-mode) have multihop capability.

3. Challenges of Traffic engineering in inter-working multihop wireless networks
Traffic engineering (TE) is a commonly-used technique for achieving optimal or near
optimal performance in a network. Traffic engineering concepts allow a network to exercise
control over the way it provides or responds to demand for resources by moving the traffic
offered to a network to where the network resources are available. The control is achieved
with the use of protocols that influence the manner in which resources may be allocated. TE
can be viewed in different ways depending upon the specific context in which they are used
and the goal they serve. The optimization objective of TE can be achieved through capacity
management or traffic management. Capacity management includes capacity control, routing
control, and resource management. Traffic management includes nodal traffic control
functions such as traffic conditioning, queue management and scheduling [18]. The manner
in which traffic engineering objectives are implemented change over time as new
requirements are imposed by emerging technologies. Thus, new TE methods/concepts are
required to enhance network performance as new technologies emerge. Due to the nature of
wireless networks, designing TE mechanisms for wireless networks is more challenging than
for wired networks [19].
Fig. 1 shows the three main steps of a traffic engineering mechanism. The first step is the
acquisition of knowledge about underlying network metrics and associated resource
constraints. Second is an optimization of the network performance measure of interest. The
performance measures of a network may be traffic level QoS parameters such as throughput,
packet loss, delay and jitter. The last step is the routing of traffic through paths that optimize
the necessary performance measures.

Figure 1 Steps in traffic engineering processes [20]
10
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Traffic engineering functions are vital in ensuring ubiquitous access and service
continuity for nodes (mobile terminals) in an inter-working multihop wireless network. Two
features of such networks that significantly affect TE are the co-existence of single and
multi-modal terminals and the multihop communication capability of the nodes.
Typically, in a wireless network, all nodes run the same set of protocols (e.g. on the
lower layers: physical, link and MAC layer) and these protocols have the same goal when
providing services to the upper layers. However, with the co-existence of single-mode and
multi-mode nodes, nodes may implement different protocols for a given layer (e.g. physical
and MAC layer protocols may differ). Thus, inter-working may cause the operation of the
protocols to conflict. For example, if different scheduling techniques are employed by the
MAC protocols, the concurrent operation of these techniques in an inter-worked scenario may
eventually cause inter-node interference. This occurrence may significantly affect the traffic
engineering process within the network and must be taken into account [17]. In order to
leverage the capabilities of inter-working multihop wireless networks to provide seamless
service continuity and ubiquitous broadband access, appropriate traffic engineering
mechanisms are needed.
Due to the multihop communication capability within the network, the identification of
the optimal and reliable paths for traffic routing is very important. Traffic routing is mainly
affected by connectivity constraint within the network. In an inter-working multihop wireless
network, node to node connections may involve a sequence of several links and the final
end-to-end connection experienced by a network user will be limited by the weakest link in
this chain of connections. Thus, TE techniques should select paths that will optimize
connectivity and avoid the wastage of network’s resources while ensuring ubiquitous access
and service continuity. The dynamic network topology and the random location of nodes
make it difficult to discover and maintain reliable routes. In addition, end-to-end delay can
occur due to problems at the lower layers (e.g. interference patterns on the physical layer).
Hence, is it necessary to consider the operations on the lower layers in traffic engineering.
The multi-layer traffic engineering framework presented in this paper consists of a link
discovery optimization process, a resource optimization process and a routing process. The
framework encompasses metrics on the physical and MAC layer that affects traffic
engineering in inter-working multihop wireless networks. We disintegrate the traffic
engineering problem by looking into the issue of connectivity in inter-working multihop
wireless networks, which has not been studied.
A multi-layer approach to TE in interworking multihop wireless networks will ensure the
utilization of useful lower layer information in the link discovery optimization and resource
optimization for the routing process. The approach will allow traffic and resource level
parameters on the lower layer to be taken into account in the optimization processes. The
optimization objective of the framework presented is to optimize connectivity for nodes
within the network. Basically, the objective of the multi-layer approach is to optimize
connectivity by choosing the link with the optimal resource through the link discovery
process and resource optimization process.
11
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The link discovery and resource optimization processes determine the level of
connectivity between two multihop nodes. Link discovery involves finding an available link
for a node that wants to transmit. Resource optimization involves ensuring that an available
link is highly reliable for the transmission. These processes utilize parameters such as node’s
transmission range, transmission power, spatial node density, interfering node density,
probability of interference, signal to noise and interference ratio (SNIR) and bit error
probability. During the routing process, the level of connectivity on a link is the routing cost
metric. A strong connectivity level on all links that make up a multihop route means that
reliable last mile ubiquitous service continuity can be assured.
In this paper, connectivity is taken as a probabilistic measure due to the stochastic nature
of the wireless environment. We define connectivity as the probability that a wireless link is
available and its non-impairment probability is high enough to guarantee successful
transmission over it. Therefore, connectivity is mutually dependent on a link’s availability
and non-impairment probability. Link availability is the probability that two nodes are within
at most the maximum transmission range that is sufficient for a communication link to be
established between them. Non-impairment probability indicates the likelihood that the radio
attributes of a link has the potential to satisfy the minimum requirement for successful
communication over it. The minimum requirement is defined by the underlying network
parameters and associated resource constraints of the network such as data rate and the SNIR
threshold of the network. When fine-tuned, these attributes define by physical/MAC layer
parameters that ensure the proper functioning of a link.

4. Deployment Scenario
Consider a scenario in which multihop wireless access networks are inter-worked with
partially overlapped coverage as shown in fig. 2. These networks can belong to different or
same service providers. Users’ nodes (terminals) such as laptops and smart phones in the
network are either single or multi-modal nodes with multihop capabilities. Gateway nodes
(access points and base stations) provide inter-domain co-ordination between the networks as
well as connection to the Internet. If single-mode nodes are out of the range of their
applicable gateway, they can relay traffic through other single/multi-mode nodes. The nodes
with multi-mode capability can also connect to applicable gateway directly if they are within
its range, otherwise they will relay their traffic through other nodes. As nodes move, they can
enjoy ubiquitous access and seamless service continuity, assuming there is co-operation
between nodes. Even if nodes are out of range of their applicable gateway, their traffic can
still be relayed through the closest multihop node with similar operational mode capability.
When gateway nodes are unreachable by a node, the onus of all other nodes is to ensure
continuity of service for this node.

12
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Figure 2 Inter-working network scenario with single mode and multi-mode nodes.

Fig. 2 illustrates some possible ubiquitous service continuity connections in this scenario.
From fig. 2, the communication scenarios that can be considered for node A1 (a
multi-mode terminal) are:
1. It can have service continuity through gateway nodes X, Y or Z if it is within their
coverage range as it moves around. This is illustrated by: A1-1, A1-2 and A1-3 connections
2. If A1 happens to be out of coverage range of all the gateway nodes, it is able to
continue accessing its ongoing service through either connection A1-4a and A1-4b or A1-5a,
A1-5b and A1-5c connections.
If node A2 is a single-mode node;
1. It will always have service continuity as long as it is within its parent gateway node
X’s coverage range through A2-1 connection.
2. In the event that A2 moves out of its parent gateway node’s coverage range into
network 2, it can have service continuity through:
a. Node R, a multi-mode terminal using A2-2a and A2-2b connections.
b. Node S, a multi-mode terminal using A2-3a and A2-3b connections.
13
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c. Node T, a multi-mode terminal using A2-4a and A2-4b connections.
d. Node U, a single-mode terminal using A2-5a and A2-5b connections.
3. If it happens that the only node that node A2 can link with is out of the range of all
gateway nodes, service continuity can be supported by other available multihop node through
all A2-6 connections.
From the scenario described, the focus of this research is on when the multihop nodes
within the inter-working multihop wireless networks are out of their parent gateway node
coverage and the continuity of access to service is provided through other single-mode or
multi-mode nodes.

5. Link availability
A link is available to a node if there is a probability that its neighbor nodes are within
at most the maximum transmission range that is sufficient for communication to be
established between them. In a wireless network, the availability of a link between node
pairs depends on the transmission range, the network’s node density and the inter-nodal
distance between them. Information about the inter-nodal distance allows an optimization of
the link discovery process in inter-working multihop wireless networks. In addition a
probabilistic model that provides knowledge about the availability of communication links
could decrease the frequency of link failure that may be experienced during a routing
process. Using the theory of homogenous Poisson Point Process (HPPP), we briefly present
an analysis of inter-nodal distance distribution and the link availability model.
Theorem 1: For a HPPP in R2 (two-dimensional Euclidean plane), the probability that
there are no nodes within a distance x of an arbitrary node is e-λπx2, where the parameter λ is
the mean number of nodes per unit area (node density) [21].
Let β(T,R) be the distance between a T-node (source node) and its nearest neighbor (a
potential R-node (destination node), µNet, the network’s node density and Ro, a node’s
transmission range. Using theorem 1, the probability that the distance between a T-node and
its nearest neighbor is greater than the T- node’s transmission range is:
Pr(  T , R  Ro)  e



NetRo

2

 Ro  0

(1)

The probability that the distance between a T-node and its nearest neighbor is less than
its transmission range is:

Pr( T , R  Ro)  1  e



NetRo

2
 Ro  0

(2)

The cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the distance between any two randomly
14
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positioned nodes in the network is represented by (2). The probability that a
communication link is available for any node is related to the link distance distribution [22].
A link is a 1-hop communication connection between node pairs and a route is a last mile
multihop communication connection. Also, the probability that a last mile multihop
communication path is available is related to the availability of the individual links that make
up the path. As long as βT,R≤Ro, a link is available (exists) between any two arbitrary nodes.
Therefore, the CDF of the link distance βT,R can be taken as the probability that at least a
link is available for transmission. Thus, the availability of a link in a network is a function
of Ro, βT,R and µNet. If Plink represents the availability of a 1-hop link, then, Plink is:

 Ro

1  e Net
 0   T , R  Ro

  T , R  Ro

0
2



 Pl in k

(3)

6. Non impairment probability
For resource optimization, we determine the non-impairment probability on available
links. Non-impairment probability indicates the likelihood that the radio attributes of a link
has the potential to satisfy the minimum requirement for successful communication over it.
This requirement is defined by PHY/MAC layer parameters that ensure the proper
functioning of a link. These include probability of bit error and signal to noise and
interference ratio (SNIR). A link’s SNIR (θ(l)) is evaluated using (4). A transmission is said
to be correctly decoded by an R-node on link l if θ(l) is not less than the SNIR threshold
(θth) during a transmission [23].

 (l ) 

Plr
Pini  Po



cPlt (  T , R ) 2
S

 cP
k 1

t (k )

( k , R )

2

(4)
 Po

With reference to link l, Plr is the power received by the R-node, Pl t is the T-node’s
transmission power and Po is the noise power. The noise power (Po = FkToB where k is the
Boltzman constant (1.38 × 10-23 J/oK/Hz), To, the ambient temperature, B, the transmission
bandwidth and F is the noise figure). Pini is the cumulative of the interference power that an
R-node experiences from nodes concurrently transmitting with T-node. k-nodes (for k= 1,
2,...∞) are potential interfering nodes while S is the total number of simultaneously
transmitting nodes that contributes to effective Pini. Pt(k) is a k-node’s transmission power
15
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and the distance between a k-node and the R-node is denoted by (βk,R) . As in fig. 3, an
interference region (δr) is defined for an R-node on link l. Nodes beyond δr (i.e. B-nodes) do
not to interfere with R-node’s reception. N-nodes are non-interfering nodes and G-nodes are
gateway nodes. The notation, r represents the T-node’s transmission range (Ro). A node will
only interfere if the distance of the node to the R-node fulfils r < |βk,R| ≤ r+ δr. According to
[24] such nodes effectively contribute to the value of Pini irrespective of the network topology
or multiple-access technique. Normally, when a link is established between a T-node and
R-node, the MAC technique will prohibit nearby nodes from transmitting simultaneously.
The portion of the network occupied by these nearby nodes is directly related to the size of r
around the R- node [25].

Figure 3. Illustration of a T-node to R-node transmission.

2

Theorem 2: V λ>λi>0, if a HPPP in R with density λ is randomly split into N independent

sub-processes with probabilities Pi for i = 1…N, such that, P1+P2...+PN =1, then these
sub-processes are mutually independent HPPP with intensities λi = λPi where λ=λ1 + λ2 +...+
λN [26].
Using the splitting property of the HPPP in theorem 2, nodes in the inter-working
network (with node density µNet) are sorted independently into k-nodes, N-nodes, and
B-nodes. If the probability of a node being a k-node, N-node or B-node is PI, PN, or PB
respectively such that PI+PN+PB=1, then these 3 types of nodes are mutually independent
Poisson processes with densities: µI= PIµNet, µN= PNµNet, µB= PBµNet, where µNet= µI + µN
+ µB. µI is the density of k-nodes, µN is the density of N-nodes and µB is the density
B-nodes. Now, the effective density of k-nodes can be obtained. Derivation of PI has been
presented in [27]. Since βk,R values are Poisson random variables (r.v.) distributed in the δr
region, the expected value of βk,R in (4) can be estimated with (5).
is an approximate
solution for the negative moment of βk,R using the Tiku’s solution in [28].
16
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E[ (  k , R ) 2 ] 
k 1



S

 E[( 
k 1

k ,R

) 2 ] 

s



(5)

k 1

1
.
(  I - 1)(  I - 2)........ ...(  I -  )

Therefore, in (4),

where,

(6)

and

is the total

number of nodes in the network. Due to potential interference, communication may not be
totally error-free; hence successful communication is specified in terms of an acceptable
value for the probability of bit error (Φ(l)) on link l. In order for an R-node to correctly
receive a transmission, θ(l) ≥ θth. θth is a pre-set value that is used to ensure successful
transmission in a network. Since θth is the threshold SNIR that is required for successful
reception at the R-node, a transmission error can be declared if there is a probability that
E(θ(l)) is below θth [27]. Therefore:

 (l )  Pr(E ( (l ) )   th )  1  Pr(E ( (l ) )   th )

(7)

Note that in order to maintain a certain SNIR threshold, there is an amount of interferers
that can be supported. So, what is the maximum of the number of interfering nodes that can
be within δr such that a transmission error is declared if the number of interfering nodes
exceeds this value? Let Sth represent the maximum number of interferers, whose distance to
the R-node (βk.R) fulfils r < |βk,R|≤ r+∂r. Since unsuccessful transmission is declared when
E(θ(l)) < θth, then probability of bit error occurs if S> Sth.
There is an allowable Pini that can sustain E(θ(l)) ≥ θth thus there is an amount of
interferers that can be permitted within δr for successful transmission to maintained. In
th
order words, E(θ(l)) becomes less that θ as S increases beyond Sth and Φ(l) occurs on link

l when E(θ(l)) < θth . Therefore,
 (l )  Pr( S  S th )  1  Pr(S  S th )



(l )

(  I AI ) k   I AI
 1 
e
k!
k 0

(8)

Sth

(9)

µI is the density of interfering nodes in δr. AI is the area of δr. Equation (9)
approximates Φ(l) as a function of the number of interfering nodes. Thus irrespective of the
multiple access technique, only the effective density of interfering nodes is considered in
17
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estimating Φ(l) [27]. The maximum number of interferers that can be supported to maintain
the threshold for Φ(l) is Sth. Once S exceeds Sth, unsuccessful transmission is more likely to
occur. A link’s non-impairment probability, represented by Φ(l)′ is given by the compliment
of (9). Thus if the probability of bit error on a link is high, the non-impairment probability
on that link is low and vice-versa. Non-impairment probability refers to the level of
reliability of a link and the target is to utilize links with high non-impairment probability. A
link with a high non-impairment probability is a reliable link.
7. Connectivity model
The routing process utilizes the connectivity model for determining the connectivity
level, which is used as a routing metric. Most research works state that there is connectivity
between any two nodes as long as they are within each other’s transmission range. However,
we have defined connectivity in inter-working multihop wireless networks as the probability
that a wireless link is available and its non-impairment probability is high enough to
guarantee a successful transmission over it. The probabilities (availability and
non-impairment) are associated with a wireless link. They indicate the level of connectivity
that a link can provide. Firstly, for a T-node, the probability that a link is available for it to
transmit on is given by (3). The link may be a direct link to the intended destination node or it
may be a link to intermediate nodes between the T-node and the intended destination.
Secondly, an interference region is defined for the R-node (intended destination or
intermediate node) on the link of interest. Thirdly, using PI, the density of interfering nodes
(µI) and the total interference power (Pini), which is used to evaluate E(θ(l)) on the link of
interest are estimated. If E(θ(l)) < θth, then there is a likelihood that transmission errors will
occur on that link. Φ(l) is estimated and the non-impairment probability is derived with the
compliment of (9). Finally, connectivity is estimated as.

Pcon = Plink * (1   (l ) )

(10)

Consider three inter-worked wireless multihop networks as shown in fig. 2; with 25 nodes
(7 nodes, 8 nodes and 10 nodes respectively), covering an area of 25000 unit square. The
transmission power of nodes is 10 mW and transmission range is 100 unit. Gt and Gr, the
transmitter and receiver gains are assumed to be equal to 1, Lf=1, and θth is 6 dB. The
interference region is 1000 unit square. Fig.3 shows the analytical evaluation of Pcon on link
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l between a source node and a receiver node as µNet increases. At very low µNet and the given
transmission power, Plink is very low and the T-node can barely reach other nodes. As µNet
increases gradually, a reasonable number of links become available for the T-node and
Φ(l)′on such links is high. However, the Pcon level on these links is quite low. At high values
of µNet, Plink increases and though Φ(l)′ reduces yet Pcon level rises. The reduction in Φ(l)′ is
due to the rise in µI. However, the rise in µI does not reduce the Pcon level because the
amount of interfering nodes (S) is still keeping E(θ(l)) less than or equal to the threshold
value and thus Φ(l) is still good enough for useful transmission. At higher values of µNet, Plink
continues to rise and Φ(l)′ reduces still. At this stage, Pcon begins to decline because the rise
in µNet, causes the interferers to surpass the tolerable amount. Therefore, connectivity cannot
be guaranteed any longer at this stage. Generally, from literature, connectivity for a T-node
is evaluated based on either; 1) the amount of potential R-nodes it can reach (i.e. the greater
the number of nodes within its reach, the higher the connectivity) [29] or 2) the level of
interference on the link between itself and potential R-nodes (the lower the interference, the
higher the connectivity).
However, in this research we observed that there is a trade-off between Plink and Φ(l)′.
Fig.4 illustrates this trade-off as follows: At low µNet, Φ(l)′ is high but very few potential
R-nodes can be reached (Plink is low). At high µNet, more potential R-nodes can be reached
(Plink is high), however, Φ(l)′ is low.
There is an issue with inclining directly to any of the two notions mentioned because
low Plink may lead to difficulty in finding potential R-nodes while high Plink may lead to an
unreliable network. Our connectivity model solves this trade-off issue by combining Plink
and Φ(l)′ in the evaluation of connectivity. Focusing on left portion of fig. 3, the model
evaluates connectivity as follows:
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Figure 4. Connectivity vs Network node density.



At very low µNet, connectivity (Pcon) is taken as nonexistent as the T-node can
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barely reach other nodes.


At low Plink, though Φ(l)′ is high, Pcon on a link is termed low.



At high Plink, Φ(l)′ is favorable and Pcon is optimal.

It is desirable to route traffic through links with optimal connectivity. Note that
connectivity can no longer be guaranteed as Pcon inclines towards the right of fig.3
because Φ(l)′ becomes unfavorable due to the high interference level caused by high node
density.
In summary, the first step in the TE framework is the calculation of Plink in order to
identify 1-hop nodes. For all available links, the second step is to obtain PI at the R-node
on the link, the SNIR and the probability of bit error. Since a change in link quality levels
affects connectivity between nodes, these parameters allow the consideration of link
quality in the computation of the routing metric (Pcon). The third step is to evaluate Φ(l)′
on each potentially available link. The fourth step is to use Plink and Φ(l)′ to obtain Pcon on
each link. The routing process chooses links that can provide optimal level of Pcon. Pcon
levels estimated over individual links are multiplied to get the overall Pcon for potential
routes.
8. Analysis of simulation performance of the framework
For the simulation of the framework, the NS-Miracle-1.2.2 and NS2.34 versions were
installed on Ubuntu 9.10. The network scenario of fig.1 was simulated. Specifically,
nodes are either single or dual mode nodes with IEEE 802.11a or IEEE 802.11b or both.
At the time of this simulation, the IEEE 802.11 standards were the only multihop
technology on the NS-Miracle simulator. Also, only the PHY/MAC layer configurations
of IEEE 802.11b are on NS2.34, so for the purpose of this research, configurations for
IEEE 802.11a were added to the simulator. To ensure the proper functioning of the MAC
layer, the packet error rate (PER) information for IEEE 802.11a at applicable data rates
adapted from [30] was incorporated. The MAC codes were modified to create the
connectivity aware MAC, which allows the dynamic computation of the probability of bit
error. For the routing process, codes were added to obtain Plink, Ф(l)′ and Pcon. We simulated
the framework’s routing process employed by the protocol we termed AODV-UU-CL and
another routing process that employs hop-count (AODV-UU-HP), which is on NS-miracle.
This allowed a comparison of the performance of the connectivity metric and the hop
count metric. The simulation metrics considered are:
a) Good throughput: total number of application layer packets successfully transmitted in
the network per second.
b) Delay: time (in seconds) it takes data packets to reach their destinations.
c) Packets Lost: number of packets that were lost.
d) Packet delivery ratio: ratio of the number of data packets successfully received by
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destination nodes to the total number of data packets sent by source nodes. Using both
single and multi mode nodes, simulations were performed by:
1) Varying the number of nodes (node density (µ Net)) from 20 to 180 with increments of
20, while the number of nodes transmitting at a time remains constant at 12 nodes.
2) Varying the simultaneously transmitting nodes (interfering node density ((µ I)) from 2 to
20 with increments of 2, while the number of nodes in the network remains 60 nodes.
Nodes locations are Poisson distributed. Total simulation time was 450 secs, the
distance between nodes was 150 m and the transmitting power of nodes was 10 mW.

8.1 Simulation results with AODV-UU-CL and AODV-UU-HP
This sub-section provides the comparison of the simulation results of the AODV-UU-CL
and the AODV-UU-HP.
a) Good-put: Good-put is better with AODV-UU-CL as the number of nodes increases
even though the performance of the two metrics fluctuates as shown in fig.5. AODV-UU-CL
keeps track of network link conditions in order to choose routes with optimal connectivity
during the routing process, and thus is able to transmit more packets successfully than
AODV-UU-HP, which is oblivious to link conditions during its routing. Thus, in an
inter-working multihop wireless network scenario, AODV-UU-CL can maintain ubiquitous
service continuity for nodes.
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Figure 5 Good-put vs number of nodes

In fig.6, both metrics tend to choose equally good links for transmission when the
number of nodes transmitting at a time is low. However, as the transmitting nodes increase
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beyond 14nodes, AODV-UU-CL is able to transmitting more packets with success. At this
stage, the good-put of AODV-UU-HP starts to decline as it chooses routes without
considering the network link quality. Fig.6 shows that though having more simultaneously
transmitting nodes reduces Φ(l)′ on links, yet AODV-UU-CL has the ability to avoid impaired
links than AODV-UU-HP. A low hop-count route does not necessarily indicate reliable
transmission as links may have been chosen around the interfering nodes.
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Figure 6 Good-put vs # of transmitting nodes

b) Packet delivery ratio/percentage: In fig. 7, at low network node density, the
performance of both metrics is comparable but a distinction is seen as the number of nodes
increases. The delivery ratio is higher with AODV-UU-CL as node density increases, this is
also because AODV-UU-CL is careful to avoid links that are impaired, but AODV-UU-HP
does not evade such links. In fig. 8, the delivery ratio for both metrics begins to decrease after
14 transmitting nodes, but the delivery ratio for AODV-UU-CL remains higher than that of
AODV-UU-HP after 14nodes.
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Figure 8 Delivery ratio vs # of transmitting nodes

c) Packets Lost: In fig. 9, more packets are increasingly lost with AODV-UU-HP as the
number of nodes increases beyond 60 nodes in the inter-working network and as the number
of transmitting nodes rise above 10 nodes in fig. 10. With AODV- UU-CL, the number of
packets lost increases as the number of nodes increases but it remains significantly lower than
the amount lost by AODV-UU-HP beyond 60nodes and 120nodes in the network. Initially,
in fig. 10, a negligibly higher number of packets are lost by AODV-UU-CL at low number of
transmitting nodes, but a great distinction in AODV-UU-CL’s performance can be seen after
14 transmitting nodes. With more than 14 simultaneously transmitting nodes, AODV-UU-CL
losses lesser packets than AODV-UU-HP.
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Figure 10 Packet lost vs # of transmitting nodes

d) Delay: From fig. 11, the delay performance of both metrics fluctuates as the number of
nodes increases beyond 60 nodes. Initially, the delay performance of AODV-UU-CL is
slightly lower than that of AODV-UU-HP until after 60 nodes. However, as the number of
nodes increases beyond 120 nodes, more nodes are available (Plink is high) and because Φ(l)′ is
favorable, AODV-UU-CL is able to choose links with optimal connectivity, thus averagely
reducing delay during the transmission of packets. AODV-UU-HP chooses low hop-count
route irrespective of the quality of the link and its performance fluctuates with higher values
of delay on the average as compared to AODV-UU-CL. In fig. 12, as the number of
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transmitting nodes increase, delay also fluctuates with both AODV-UU-HP and
AODV-UU-CL. AODV-UU-HP begins to highly decline in performance, but the performance
of AODV-UU-CL does not decline as much as AODV-UU-HP. This is because the
connectivity metric is able to choose links that provides optimal connectivity levels.
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Figure 11 Delay vs number of nodes
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Figure 12 Delay vs # of transmitting nodes

Further simulation results obtained to observe the delay metric are shown in fig.13 and
14. The distance between nodes and the transmission power of nodes were varied while the
number of nodes and number of transmitting nodes in the network remained fixed at 60 nodes
and 12 nodes respectively. The delay performance of both metrics under varying nodal
distances and transmission power also fluctuates. However, from fig. 12 and 13,
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AODV-UU-CL improves the delay experienced by nodes in the network more than
AODV-UU-HP. Generally for AODVUU-CL and AODVUU-HP, an increase in the distance
between nodes decreases the hop distance between nodes (i.e. shorter distances means more
hops and longer distances means lesser number of hops), thus delay reduces as distance
increases. At higher transmission power, delay is reduced.
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Figure 14 Delay vs Transmitting power

In fig. 5 to 12, the distinction in the performance of AODV-UU-CL and AODV-UU-HP is
clearer as the network node density (number of nodes within the network) and the interfering
node density (number of transmission nodes) becomes increasingly high. In the interworking
multihop network scenario, as the network gets denser, (i.e. when the number of nodes in the
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network is increased), AODV-UU-CL exhibited a better performance than AODV-UU-HP. In
addition, when the number of transmitting nodes is increased (which increases the number of
interfering nodes), AODV-UU-CL performs better in terms of good-put, packet delivery ratio,
number of packet lost and delay.

8. Conclusion
The findings related to the performance of the proposed framework indicate that with an
increase in the network node density and interfering node density, which degrades network
performance, the framework is able to achieve improved QoS at the traffic level. It
successfully delivers more packets to the application layer. It is able to reduce the number of
packets lost during transmission and the percentage of packets delivered also increases.
Though the delay performance fluctuates as the network gets more congested with nodes
(interfering nodes), it still provided lower delay values in comparison with the framework
that employs hop-count. The improved performance can be attributed to choosing link with
optimal connectivity to make up a multi-hop route. The overall performance shows that it can
be used to ensure better and reliable ubiquitous network service access and continuity in an
inter-working multi-hop wireless networks with heterogeneous mobile terminals
(single-mode and multi-mode nodes).
With regards to future work, since only link metrics were considered in this research,
the authors have considered the inclusion of node metrics such as energy or power levels and
memory or workload in the connectivity model. In addition, nodes may experience different
communication conditions when they are within the coverage range of their parent gateway
node and when they are out of range. Thus, it will be interesting to enhance nodes with
multiple routing mechanisms so that they can adaptively switch routing mechanisms
depending on the network scenario (i.e. if they are in or out of their gateway node’s range).
They can use an applicable routing process when they are within the range of their gateway
nodes and use the proposed routing process when they are outside their gateway node’s
coverage (i.e. using other nodes to relay their traffic).
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